
WALDORF SCHOOL OF ORANGE COUNTY 
PARENT EDUCATION PRESENTS 

It’s simple: children need to interact with 
the tangible world first, in order to be in 
touch with reality. Children truly need real 
people to connect with, in order to fully 
develop. Screenagers, programmed on a 
steady diet of virtual reality, have difficulty 
digesting this artificial intake. Our 
children are becoming immobilized and 
unable to create and channel their own 
energy. Devices and smartphones have 
created a virtual reality the threatens to 
usurp the roles parents, siblings and 
friends should play: true companions. 

The message of this workshop is not to 
eliminate technology, but to show how to 
use technology so that it doesn’t use us. 

Through lecture, discussion, group and 
personal exercises, we will experiment 
with perceiving, interacting with and 
experiencing the spatial tug-of-war that is 
going on for your child’s attention span, 
memory, values, and even his/her free 
will. 

Monday, October 23, 2017 
7:30-9pm 

Eurythmy Hall 
Adults only, 
please RSVP 

to 
ahamilton@waldorfschool.com

$10 donation suggested

Magic of the Media: The Vanishing Act of 
Initiative  
with Jaimen McMillan, founder of Spacial Dynamics®
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About Jaimen McMillan
Jaimen has dedicated his life to studying the effects and possibilities of human movement. He has been working in the 
fields of movement education, movement therapy, and coaching for over 45 years.  By experimenting with the body/
space continuum Jaimen developed a system of movement education, movement therapy, and coaching that 
incorporated the body and the contiguous space as a functional whole. This growing body of work gelled in 1985 into 
the discipline he called Spacial Dynamics®.

Now in the second part of his sixties, his passion to use movement to support positive change has only intensified. He 
travels extensively lecturing on education, giving leadership workshops, and trainings in movement therapy around the 
world. He is a co-author of the book The Fourfold Path to Healing (with Dr. Tom Cowan and Sally Fallon), author of the 
book Still Moving, produced with photographer, Karen Alexandre, and is a regular contributor to books and magazines 
about education and health. 




